Meeting #7 Minutes (6-20-22)
CHECK-INS
● Avian: Got in touch with FSUPD, race is on their calendar, next step is contacting Nole
Central
○ Emailed FSU Homecoming, waiting to hear back from them
○ Going to look into race insurance soon
● Alexea: Working on the ribbon design with Alexis and Natalie, thinking of including
MCATDT on one side and the FSU spear on the other
○ Waiting to hear back from vendors to finalize goods and costs of what we need
and how much we need of it
● Natalie: got access to the alumni page for future throwback/flashback posts
○ Started a job through the College of Music in the communications department and
now have access to really nice cameras, could use these for the hype video
○ Will work on the flier with Alexis
● Alexa: will work with Avian on the regfox so I can begin sending out emails
○ Trying to get more contact info for potential sponsors
○ Will make a post on chiefs not a meme page to see if there are any chiefs who
have connections with potential sponsors
○ I’ve been looking through old emails to see who we have worked with in the past,
trying to find a contact that we’ve worked with before to secure bibs?
● Alexis: been working on the social medias with Natalie
○ Working on animating the logo for a teaser trailer or something similar
○ I plan on finishing the flier with Natalie this week
○ Going to prioritize reaching out to chapters and sending them emails with the flier
and information
TASKS
● You know it’s just the same as it was last week, check last week’s minutes for tasks
leading up through July
● Everyone keep doing what you’re doing, great job so far

